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1) Introduction

The arena is used to compete against other players/Pre-recordings to gain 1st place and win 
rewards. As you progress your Max Stage you are entered into the corresponding arena 
based on that stage. 

The higher your Max Stage the better the rewards. The arena starts every 2 days, and when 
entering the arena your "Eternal Stride" Cosmic Power is not active from the start, you must 
prestige within the current arena to gain your offline rewards, Upon Prestige in an arena you 
keep your max stage in the league when you activated the prestige.

Reward table shown below:



For Arena your arena bracket is determined by your Max Stage.
There are three main factors to think about when entering Arena 
tournament. 

1) Autotap – This is pretty much all you need to push past your 
Max Stage and gain high placing in Arena. Make sure you have 
enough Gems to activate (100 gems for 12 hours).

2) What type of bonus is the Area giving? Is it a Goop damage 
Melee Arena and I'm using a strong Goop build then I would 
push past my MS using Autotap if needed and aim for 1st but if 
its Ranged and my Ranged power was low then I would still 
push for 1st but not use Autotap and save my Gems for the 
next Arena. 

3) Do you have time to play? It normally takes around 2 hours to 
get to your max stage then you might need another 1 or 2 
hours using autotap to push past your Max Stage for the win! 
Do you have 3- 4 hours spare to join Arena? If your just about 
to Start School or work maybe wait till you finish before starting 
an Arena match.

*Note* To find out the Bonus of an Arena Tournament, click on the 
Arena icon or if you have already joined, select the “Bonus” icon, 
shown at the bottom left of the Arena table. Shown here.

2) Arena - 3 Main Points



3) Arena Tips
The other thing about Arena that most people don't normally realise, is that they are all pre-
recorded players. 

So real people got all the MS value's shown, but they could have achieved them months ago. 
So anyone playing that long will recognise a lot of the names in the Arena. 
So it's all old recordings of what players achieved.

Because of this, a Pro tip is, if you are in the 1-2k Arena, there was someone who achieved 
over 3k. So if you are unlucky and get him in your arena, then it's going to be hard to get first. 
So it is worth pushing to the 2-3k Arena if you can, as none of the recordings break the 3k 
barrier.

1-2k Arena I would actually consider the hardest arena, and should be skipped at all costs, if 
you are able to do so.



4) Progression Tips
Some tips on how to Progress quicker leading up to Arena tournament.

1) Increase your splash damage - you can increase this by levelling up your “Atomic Water 
Ballon” artifact and if you have spare gems buying “Beep Boop bot bop” Goop which also 
increase splash damage. You should be able to get stage splash 5+ fairly easy. 

2) When you are splashing constantly, you will start to come across Menace fairly regularly 
even when your Menace chance isn't too high. But also having low Mana costs, and high 
Mana helps a lot. Thankfully they start to become easier to upgrade later on as it starts to 
become more relevant when you'll start to work on these quicker prestige runs. 
To help with mana efficiency you can buy more mana regeneration goops like “Aliens” or level 
up your “Enchanted Geko Tail” artifact.

3) Don't forget power. Check you have a decent power build and find a good balance on 
prestige runs, if it takes 2 hours to reach MS doesn't mean you have to get to MS each run, 
find the tipping point when the run slows down and prestige then, more runs efficiently means 
more hopes in a shorter time.
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